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In arid regions, the effect of pollutants on the quality of water resources is much greater than 
under hydrological regimes that have an abundance of water for dilution, and the monitoring 
of water chemistry becomes a very important component of water resource management. 
Currently in South Africa the problem of acid drainage from abandoned mining works is 
receiving attention, with €23 million budgeted for state intervention during 2011-2013. A 
characteristic of acid mine drainage is an increase in the proportion of sulphate in 
downstream rivers and dams. Spatial visualisation using multivariate point symbols can assist 
managers by pinpointing areas where anomalies in chemical composition of solutes occur. 

The multivariate point symbols provided by commercial and open source GIS are usually 
limited to pies and bar charts, which are difficult to compare visually on a map. Fortunately, 
the venerable Maucha ionic diagram (Maucha, 1932; Broch, 1969; Day, 1995) is fairly easy to 
program, with variants in Pascal, ArcInfo AML, ArcView 3.x Avenue, ArcGIS VBA and R 
(DWA, 2011). These scripts read in potassium, sodium, calcium, magnesium, sulphate, 
chloride and bicarbonate data from a water quality database, convert them to milliequivalents 
per litre and plot them as an eight-pointed polar symbol. The symbol size is scaled 
proportionately to the total solutes. 

 
Maucha diagrams from sites in the Vaal River system, South Africa. 
Note how the ratios between variables are important, 
not the individual values. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C1H012 upstream of major 
pollution sources 

C2H140 downstream of acid mine 
drainage and urban effluent sources 

Conclusion 
Multivariate spatial analysis of point data can reveal important trends, for example in the 
changes in ionic composition of water samples as a result of pollution. While modern GIS 
packages have a wide array of features for representing spatial information, the development 
of multivariate point symbols has stagnated. The GIS that can provide more than the 
outmoded pie chart will immediately have a competitive advantage in the field, and will 
provide its customers with a method for gaining powerful insights into their multivariate data. 
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The customised solution shown here suggests that spatial data analysts already have 
alternative options for visualising multivariate point data. However, the large GIS software 
developers could make the process much more efficient by equipping their software with 
advanced, built-in symbology that has selectable attribute-driven characteristics of shape, 
size, colour, texture, shadow, transparency, offset, callout and jitter.   Schnabel's elegant online 
map symbol brewer has shown that this is achievable (Schnabel, 2007; Schnabel and Hurni, 
2009). 
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Method: 
Most GIS platforms provide a facility for drawing graphical shapes on a map. 
The generalised procedure for drawing a Maucha diagram may be useful for 
planning a script any polar representation. 

R script illustrating the principle of constructing a polar symbol at a point: 
Maucha<-function(scale, xscale, xm, ym, K, Na, Ca, Mg, SO4, Cl, 
HCO3, CO3, label){ 
  colours<-
c("yellow2","purple","black","cyan","green","blue","grey","red") 
  mlabels<-c("Na","K","x","TAL","Cl","SO4","Mg","Ca") 
  #ion <- c(K, Na, Ca, Mg, SO4, Cl, HCO3, CO3) 
  ion <-c (Na, K, CO3, HCO3, Cl, SO4, Mg, Ca) 
  anions  <- SO4 + Cl + HCO3 + CO3 
  cations <- K + Na + Ca + Mg 
  total.ions <- cations + anions 
  ps <- total.ions * scale 
  sectorAngle <- 360 / 16 
  # A <- log10(ps) 
  A <- ps 
  sector <- sectorAngle * ( pi / 180 ) 
  R <- ( (A / 16) *2 / sin(sector) ) ^ 0.5 
  circleSector <- sector / 4 
  # Plot circle 
  x.circ<-array(1:64) 
  y.circ<-array(1:64) 
  for (i in 1:64 ) { 
    x.circ[i] <- R * cos(circleSector*i) * xscale 
    y.circ[i] <- R * sin(circleSector*i) 
  } 
  x.circ <- x.circ + xm 
  y.circ <- y.circ + ym 
  polygon( x.circ, y.circ, col="white", border="grey80", lwd=0.2 ) 
  # Plot Maucha symbol 
  count <- 1 
  for (i in 1:8 ) { # construct the kites, one for each variable 
    ion.conc <- ion[i] 
    Ai <- ion.conc / total.ions * A 
    h <- count - 1 
    j <- count + 1 
    x.c <- R * cos(sector*h) * xscale 
    y.c <- R * sin(sector*h) 
    x.d <- R * cos(sector*j) * xscale 
    y.d <- R * sin(sector*j) 
    a <- Ai / ( R * sin(sector) ) 
    x.b <- a * cos(sector*count) * xscale 
    y.b <- a * sin(sector*count) 
    x.t <- 1.5 * max(a,R) * cos(sector*count) * xscale 
    y.t <- 1.5 * max(a,R) * sin(sector*count) 
    x <- c(0, x.d, x.b, x.c, 0) + xm 
    y <- c(0, y.d, y.b, y.c, 0) + ym 
    polygon( x, y, col=colours[[i]], border=NA ) 
    x.t<-x.t+xm 
    y.t<-y.t+ym 
    if(label) print(paste(x.t,y.t,label,mlabels[i])) 
    if(label) text(x.t,y.t,mlabels[i],cex=0.3) 
    count <- count + 2 
  } 
} 

For each point, read the major cation concentrations – potassium, sodium, 
calcium, magnesium – and anion concentrations – sulphate, chloride, 
bicarbonate and bicarbonate (the last two are frequently expressed as a 
single variable, total alkalinity). 

Convert the input data to milliEquivalents per litre. 

For each ion, construct a 
radial shape made up of kite-
shaped quadrilaterals, then 
offset it by xm, ym. 

Construct a bounding circle for the total solutes. 

Some platforms allow grouping of the symbol 
components into a single marker, which the user can 
shift, if necessary, to improve the final layout. 

Calculate the trigonometry as shown in the example code. Note the offsets, 
xm and ym, to draw the symbol at a point and the scaling factors, scale and 
xscale, for size and proportion. 

Log transformation to constrain marker size 

Input data in 
milliEquivalents 
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Example R code for drawing map data: 
 
ters<-"C:/data_large/av/drainage/hca_3.shp"  
rivr<-"C:/data_large/av/drainage/wriall500_SimplifyLine.shp" 
riv<-readShapeLines(rivr, proj4string=CRS("+proj=longlat 
+datum=WGS84")) 
xr<-c(16.5,33) 
yr<-c(-34,-22) 
plot(ter,col="grey80",xlim=xri,ylim=yri,lwd=0.7)  
for(ri in 1:7) { plot(riv[riv$STRAHLER==ri,], add=TRUE,lwd=ri/10, 
col=hcl(240,50,100-(ri*10),fixup=TRUE)) } 
#... 
Maucha(mscale, xscale, s$Longitude[1], s$Latitude[1], 
median(mc$K), median(mc$Na), median(mc$Ca), median(mc$Mg), 
median(mc$SO4), median(mc$Cl), median(mc$TAL), CO3, FALSE) 
 
 

In fact, R functions are available for drawing the background map, which may 
be more convenient than using a GIS in a batch environment, or where the 
budget is limited  
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